DATE OF THIS VERSION (new)
June 1, 2014

TITLE OF DOCUMENT (new title if applicable):
Columbarium Niche Covers, 04 73 00

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
April 21, 2010

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Columbarium Niche Cover - Granite, 04 73 00
Columbarium Niche Cover - Marble, 04 73 01

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:
1. Previous Specification Sections were for furnishing and installing Granite or Marble Niche Covers, respectively. They have been modified or abandoned as a result of changes in the NCA acquisition policy for niche covers, which now requires that they be provided by the Government for installation by the Contractor as part of construction projects.
2. Specification Section Number 04 73 00 is still in use but has been retitled COLUMBARIUM NICHE COVERS.
3. Section 04 73 00 COLUMBARIUM NICHE COVERS has been modified to include the installation requirements only for either Granite or Marble niche covers that have been furnished by the Government.